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THE THEORY OF CONTRA-VANES APPLIED TO ,THE PROPELLER*
By Albert Betz
SUMMARY
The optimum circulation distribution and hence the
maximum theoretical thrust obtainable for contra-vanes fit-
ted behind propellers is markedly dependent on the numler
of guide ~anes, The outer portions of the vanes, even if
projecting considerably beyond the edge of the propeller
slipstream, still contribute appreciably to this theoreti-
cal gain of thrust. But , owing to the always existing
friction of the vanes, the limit of the optimum vane length
lies at relatively small diameters. A large huh unloads
the vanes. Hence, the guide vanes are best attached to
suitable parts of the bodies which would, in any case, be
subjected to the slipstream.
INTRODUCTION
On heavily loaded ship propellers and on airplane
propellers with very high pitch, the spiral motion of the
slipstream contains considerable kinetic energy which can
be converted into effective energy to a large extent by
contra-vanes.
In order to gain an idea of the effects obtainable ~y
such an arrangement, the question may he raised as to the
potential gain in energy in the best case with given dis-
tribution of the speed of rotation in the slipstream. En-
er~y losses due to guide-vane drag are ignored for the
present; they can be allowed for by separate appraisal, as
on regular propellers.
:=
If the design of the contra-vanes is free from all.
restrictions, the rotation can %e obviated altogether
————— _________ ________________ \
*llZur Theorie der Leitapparate ffir propeller*” Inqenieur- ‘-”–=
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through employ rntintof infinitely many guide vanes~ and so
recover the total kinetic energy. But , if restricted to a
finite Dum%er of vanes, as imposed in practice, the def-
lection effect ‘between two varies is less than directly at
the vanes themselves. In consequence, there remain radi-
al and tangential velocity residues. The energy is not
fully recovered. A particularly interesting case is that
of only two vanes set at 180°, as exemplified bY the rud-
der aft of a shipts propeller or by the wing of an air-
plane. Moreover, the sternpost of a ship or the wing
ahead of a propeller can he so designed as to act as inlet
guide apparatus l)efore the propeller. It then involves
the problem of designing the sternpost or wing so as to
leave a minimum of energy in the Jet rotation.
GENERAL CONSIDEMTIOifS
Visualize the contra-vanes placed behind the propeZ-
ler (discharge contra-vanes). Arranged before the pro-
peller, the same circulation distribution is required.
Hence the findings from the former are directly applica~le
to the latter. It needs only to be borne in mind that an
entrance contra-vane causes a change in circulation about
the propeller hades, and that the propeller sli~stream
resulting from this changed circulation distribution must
he used as basis of the calculation.
The number of guide vanes is to he finite - no limi-
tations %eing imposed at first as to size and shape of
the vanes. They are’ to %e determined for a maximum re-
covery of energy. The result will he theoretical guide
vanes reaching from the axis to infinity which, of course,
is impossible to realize lut affords a good insight into
the effect of the num%er of vanes. Further, it is attempt-
ed to study contra-vanes with finite radial length., where
it is found that the outer parts of the contra-vanes are
still comparatively very effective.
The rate of rotation in the slipstream is to be af-
fected by the radius only; thus, the nonuniformity over a
circumference due to the finite number of vanes is dis-
regarded,
The action of the contra-vanes is as follows: The
fluid has, aside from its axial velocity component VI s
the tangential component UI , due to the spiral motion.
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,1 The resultant velocity is c1 (fig. 1}’. We assume a
1
‘light ly””’loa&~d propell”erl””’so”-that-the rise-of,~xial-veloc-
ity in the slipstream relative to the forward s~eed can
I
be ignored - i.e., we can equate v within and without
/
the jet to “the speed of advance, and flying speed, respec-j tively, and merely study the effect of the spiral veloc-
1/
~1 ity u. Placing in, this flow a surface which deflects the
/I
passing particles to the velocity c~ , this sqrfaceis
If
,= subject as airfoil to a force P at right angles to the
ji
~~ mean flow direction (average of c1 and C2). This force
/’/ has , in general, a component S in the direction of theshipls motion,\/,1. which increases the propeller thrust and
id hence produces useful energy.
i
This component becomes zero
i‘~ if the deflection becomes so severe that Ca,,:/ is turned
through the same angle toward the direction of motion of*
the opposite side as cl (the energy of rotation then he-.
ing the same as before). The force becomes negative if
the deflection is more severe. The next problem is to es-=
tablish the amount of deflection necessary for a maximum
thrust component; that is, greatest power gain.
The deflection depends upon the magnitude of the cir-
culation around the blade. The optimum is reached if a
small increase in circulation no longer brings a rise in
thrust .
According to the methods (reference 1) known from the
propeller theory, it is expedient to apply this small cir-
culation increment, not at the blade itself but far down-
stream from it and on streamlines emanating from the blade
area. The momentum and energy conditions are then the same
as if the increment had been applied at the blade itself.
One advantage accruing from it is, that the increment no
longer affects the flow around the remaining blade, hence
restricts consideration of the effect of the flow down-
stream from the wing to the little (circulation-increasing)
wing, but not the reaction of this little wing on the re-
mainder. With such an auxiliary -ivinglet, it is always
possible to recover a thrust component and hence a gain in
energy from the flow as long as the flow maintains a trans-
versely. directed velocity component u, The contra-vanes
have , accordingly, extracted the maximum of power from the
spiral motion of the slipstream When the streamlines from
the trailing edge at some length behind the contra-vanes
no longer disclose a tangential velocity component. This
condition could be realized in very simple fashion by ex-
tending the surfaces of the contra-vanes rearward as long,
I — -..--—..—
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rigid, flat surfacesparallel to the axis, although this ‘
is l*uled out in practice on account of the excessively
great surfaces.
PRINCIPLES FOR COMPUTING THE CIRCULATION DISTRIBUTION
The next problem is the circulation distribution along
the guide vanes for best efficiency. As from every air-
foil, a surface of discontinuity emanates from the trailing ‘
edge of the guide vanes. Ifr= r(r) is the circulation
around a guide vane at distance r from the axis$ the cir-
culation a,ro-anda strip of the vortex. surface between r
and r + dr is
ar
I“dr = –– dr
ar
(1)
Now the field of this vortex surface must be such that the ~
points located on it yield transverse velocities which are
equal and opyosite to the tangential velocities produced
IJy the pro~eller, so that they are exactly canceled by the
field of the vortex surface. l
The velocities along the vortex surface are on one
side outwardly, on the other inwardly, directed. If this “.
longitudinal velocity is w, the increment of velocity in
the vortex surface, and hence the circulation per unit
length is
r’= 2W (2)
If u = u(r) is the distribution of the transverse
velocities to be removed, the pro%lem consists in finding
a potential motion, for which the normal velocity -u
along the edge is given and the tangential velocity w is
to be defined. This is a well-known boundary value prob-
lem of potential theory.
A contra-vane with n ‘blades can, by a Conformal trans-
formation
(3)
be changed to another of two- or one-blade. Hence the find-
ings for a two- or one-%lade contra-vane are comparatively
easily applied to contra-vanes of any number of blades.
,.-
:
‘u ~...-----
‘f
..
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. l?he distri%uti”on of the tangential velocity u
-~ the propeller radius
over
1?- may. he wery .dif$e.r.emt....F.o.r.a
lightly loaded propeller without contra-vanes, ‘the.distri -
IIUtiori,for minimum energy loss is (reference 2)
(-: )
where v is the speed
w, angular velocity of propeller
,.
(;w’) a constant dependent on the thrust loading
G-’
For a propeller with c,ontra-vanes, the best distribution
obtains when propeller thrust and contra-vanes together
are uniformly distributed over the whole propeller disk
area (simple slipstream theory), Each stream filament then
receives the same energy increment. This condition yields
whereby.
and
s
L Cs = -————
‘i>
“~Fv2
(5)
(6)
(7)
the load coefficient of the propeller, ?lP the propeller
efficiency, and A = ~~, the coefficient of advance.
(S is the thrust, p, ‘fluid density, F = R21T, swept-
disk area for propeller radius, R.)
This simple distribution is to serve as basis herein-
after. It will le observed, of course, that it affords an
infinite tarigential velocity (u+ ~)
axis (r—--O),
in the propeller
which is impossible to realize in prac-
tice. But for contra-vanes Tvith hubs, this difficulty is
o%v$.ated..
.
CONTRA-VANES WITH UIiLIMITED OUTSIDE RADIUS
The outside radius of the propeller jet is R, the
contra-vanes have n blades mounted on a hub of radius ro.
,:+
4:,L+-..Y
.-’t .,
x? “~- j;5”
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By reflection on the hub, the flow,can be visualized as
continuing within the huh (fig. 2). In this reflection, a
point P at distance r from the axis defines a refleet-
ed point Pi on the same radius at distance
r02/ri=–~
-.
(8)
,,
,,.
from the axis. The outside boundary of the slipstream has,
accordingly, as reflection, an inside l)oundary of radius
Introducing the nondimensional quantities
we find
If at point P the tangential velocity is~ i,
the r~~al velocityJs w, the reflection in point
—-—”-...-..______
—~, --..,,...
gives the tangential and radial velocities at
(9)
(lo)
(11)
and
Pi
(12)
(13)
Since u is to le equal to v k: in the slipstream
“outside of the hu%, it is the reflected part of the flow
28()ro RUi = u’”—ri =vk~~ (14)
Hence the reflected velocity distribution is simply the
continuation of the outside distrilmtion according to the
same law of distrilmtion. Substitution of the hu% by re-
\.
flection simply affords a continuation of the jet inwardly
up to inside radius Ri$ according to the law of distri-
‘{,
Y, bution of u = v k+.
\
,
1
,
. .
.
1
.
,,
\
-’.,,.)
—.
.
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,,
The contra-vane is intended to reduce the tangential
The reflection then‘“ “Ve’loc”itiesbe=hi-ndthe-blades. to. zero..
presents zero velocity also. The guide vane’s i’n‘“there-
flected part have the same purpose as in the outer part.
The pro%lem, accordingly, is to extract from an annular
slipstream of Ri inside radius, and R outside radius,
a maximum of energy by means of the Suide vanes extending
from r=Otor= m. \
i
The calculation proceeds from a contra-vane with two
hades, the findings from which are then easily appliedto
arrangements with any other number of blades by conformal
transformation. This particular case of contra-va,nes with
two blades of infinite length is, a.s previously stated, of
special significance for ships as well as airplanes.
Since with the tmo-blade arrangement, the surface of
discontinuity downstream from the guide vanes extends from
r =-m to r=+co, the total space is divided into two
congruent halves (fig. 3), so that the study may be re-
stricted to one half-plane. In it the normal velocities
along the boundary are predetermined; they are u and -u
on the lengths Ri to R, or from -Ri to -R, respec-
tively, and elsewhere, zero. Desired. are the correlated
l~tudinal velocitL&s_~. They follow the sense of dir-
ection inficated in fi.qllre3 at a -point rl as
+m -Ri R
w=
J
u(r)dr vRk [
J
-dr +
———— ...—— = _-_
(rl-r)m -rr ~
—.—___
J
——————— 1
r(rl -r) r(~~-r)J =
—m
-R Ri
I?or % > R, it is
b (15)
(16)
.!’,
(17)
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The circulation around a guide vane 3eing’ certainly zero
at ,infinity, the circulation 17 for a point r > R .fol-
10WS, according to equation (2), the integration with re-
s“pect to w from this point to infinity at
.
m Cn
(f) =2 J’w(rl) drl = 2R
[
W(fl) dfl (18)
r
TO make the integration the logarithmic” expressions of
equation (16) are developed in series
in ‘2+1.2 -&+--.?z+zs-gag)...)—-—
q-l ( 1 3[1 5 tl (19)
which gives
(21) “
where%y
X3 x’
f~(x) .xi-~+~ (22)
35
This function f~ is readily obtainable from figure
4, where fl(x) - x is illustrated. For x = 1, it leaves
(23) 1
.
For the jet boundary, where = 1,f it accordingly leaves
For a point rZ-R or ~<1, itis
(24)
(25’)
,.
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where w follows equation (17), Development of the loga-
rithmic expressions,
.
as-inequations ,(19) and (20), leaves
The circulation of-the two blades at radius r = R!
together amounts to 217(~) which, if compared with the to-
tal circulation of a system-of infinite blade number, af-
fording full recovery of spiral energy, would allocate to
the latter in the range of r. < r < R, a constant circu-
lation .’
r.
7 L) r ;:]
= u 2rTr = 2vkRm ‘ ‘ ,.:,,.. --, .,. (27)
r7 ‘
The ratio
,-,,
(29)
fOr f < 1 and ~ > 1, -respecti~~ly, is reproduced for
several h:b,conditi~ns ~o, ,in figure 5. .It will %e seen
that the %lades must still have a powerful circulation far
outside of the slipstream, to satisfy the optimum condi-
tions.
,,
Transforming an n-blade contra-vane with hu”o radius
r. =R~o in a jet radius R, to a two-blader, the hu%
radius becomes$
= R ~02= R ton /2’02
,.
and for every other radius
~ changes to
(30)
P
~,,,
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The velocities in the particular points are as
SZnce u =k Q/~, U2 = (2/n) k v/~2. Hence k
(32)
is replaced .
(2/n) k. Then the circulation in the corresponding points
of the n-blade and the two-llade arrangement is identical.
Consequently,
and for ~< 1, according to equation (26)
r(t) = $ R k Vll
(33)
.
(34)
Fiqures 6 to 8 contain the distribution of
for ~ > 1 and
(36)
for ~ > 1, for three, four, and six %lades, as in figure
““5. As the numler of blades increases, the curves for the
different hub sizes converge. Figures 9 to 12 give the
same circulation distributions in different arrangement,
which brings out the effect of llad.e number miore,clearly.
The curves for n=10 and n = 20 “ol.adesare also g’iVen.
For these circulation distributions the ccntra-vanes
dispose o? the .sni:?al velocities u 1P. the vortex s~rface
behind the ~-anes. At the vanes themselves, the velocity
is hr.lf of the oiqiginal , i.e., u/2 . T“h.:s~-ields, accord-
ing to Kutta--Joukowsky, a propulsion - i.e. , a thrust gain
of 6s. For the n vanes together, it amounts per unit
length, to
(37)
..—
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With complete utilization of the spiral energy, this
.. thrust -gain would am~,unt:to.... ,,
d(8So)
.———. u ro,
dr
.p~ (58)
Thus the curves nr/170 of figures 5 to 12 present at’ the
same time the distribution of the degree “of utilization
along the radius; but only the range within the slipstream
(~ < 1) is pertinent since u = O outside of it, and the
circulation about the blades is not associated. with any
gain in thrust. The total gain is “
or, after inserting the values of u and I’ from equa-
tions (5) and (34):
1 .
whereby
J
[
~=l-. J [~=f~(fon) in +----z _f2(3-)- ~f. (ton’2)+% (@ J (41)o
and x
f2 (x) =
y
;fl(x)dx =x+$+ ~s+.o,’ (42)
o
The function f2(X)-x, is included in figure 4,
For load coefficient c~ (7), the gain amounts to
* 1 _. ., I
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8s f C2
lsc~ = ----—--—- = 2k2 z = ––--& ~
~R2mv2 2$
(43)
where k is replaced bY Acs/2~p, according to equation
(6).
The total thrust gain recoverable from the spiral en-
ergy by infinite blade number, is
-.
whence the maximum theoretical efficiency* of the n-bladed
contra-vane becomes:
-’i
qm=
}
(45)
Figure 13 gives this efficiency plotted against the
hu% ratio to for different llade num%ers n. It will be c
noted. that for a fairly large hub with small blade nurn%er
(n=2), a fairly large portion of the spiral energy is
lost. With small hubs the utilization is good, even %Y
small blade number, so that greater blade numbers may, in
general, be foregone. The proper choice of hub dimensions
,
is discussed later on.
The calculation of the reaction moment of the guide -
vanes discloses the seemingly strange fact that for a small
number of blades (n,=2), it exceeds the propeller torque
(theoretically infinite). This is associated with the cir-
culation a%out the blades extending surprisingly far beyond
the edge of the slipstream, and results in the existence
of a spiral motion downstream from the contra-vane of” op-
posite rotation impulse to that upstream from it. In prac-
tice, this reversal of momentum is, of course, not reached
-—.- ——-.__._-— _________ .______.__________— -——--————.——————
*
Supplemented by the blade efficiency which expresses the
losses due to blade resistance.
4
q
-.
(
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as a rule, In.lteven so it must he t.orne in mind that the
reaction moment of a propeller on an airplane can he very
extensively %a,lanced hy the ‘tiing‘h’ehind it.
.
CONTRA-TAI?BS OF LIMITED OUTSIDE RADIUS
Since the guide vanes cannot, as assumed so far, be
rn”a~eo? any length, it is of interest to establish the ef-
fect Of a restricted radial extension of the bl”ades. In
itself, it might he suspected that the effectiveness of
the guide-vane elements decreases with increasing axial
distance, as there the tangential velocities, and so the
recoverable e-nergy become very small. But , according to
previous studies on infinitely long vanes, the best circu-
lation distribution with fe~~ blades still extends far be-
yond the jet boundary with quite considerable amounts
(figs. 5 to 12). so, even if the blade portions beyond
the jet boundary no longer yield a direct gain in thrust,
since the tangential velocity is zero, they apparently
still contribute perceptibly to the total result through
their influence on the total flow. For structural reasons,
the vanes naturally will be ~S short as possible, even if
it means foregoing the %est utilization of the spiral mo-
tion. To illustrate the consequences of such a restric-
tion in vane length, the calculations were also carried
out for vanes of finite length and, specifically, for the
cases of vanes terminating inside and outside of the slip-
stream.
Let s = radius at which the guide vanes terminate,
and R, the outside radius of the slipstream. The latter
is of no significance for this problem so long as s<R.
To compute the effect of such a cont,ra-vane, the flow is
again reflected at the hub. We proceed~from a contra-vand
having one vane (fig. 14), and. then transfer the results to
arrangements with n vanes by conformal transformation.
‘To def’in~ the tangential velocities ~v from the normal ve-
locities u = v k $ qiven along the guide vane and its im-
age, the vane an’d its reflected continuation is conforma-
bly transformed on a circle at
,,
c
a2
=Sm-f-z+y (46)
point’
,..-
..
(47)
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..,,
being the center of the vane including its reflection. The
length of the vane inclusive of its reflection, is
T02
21=s --<–
The zero point of the z-plane is the center of the
circle. The radius of the circle is .
IJl ( 2‘oa =— =— s - —;—24 )
(48)
(49)
For corresponding points of circle and vane become with
z =a eiq
~=2acos Cp+-sm (51)
The normal velocities on circle uK are readily com-
putable from the given normal velocities of vane us , since
the velocity of correlated points of circle and vane is as
On the circle itself the tangential velocity WK can be
computed from the normal velocities uK . In a point at
angl e 91 to the x-axis, we have:
The conversion on the ~-plane conformable to equation
(52) gives the desired tangential velocities w along the
vortex band of the vane. In the evaluation of equation
(53), two cases must be differential:
1) s<R, guide vane terminating rholly within
slipstream./
2) s>R, guide vane extending beyond slipstream.
Again resorting to nondimensional quantities,
N.A.C,A. Technical Memorandum No. 909
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E ~, 0=;,” + ~+
= .R...
(.. 5.;) (54)
With the corresponding indices, we find in the
wI =
[
~
~A2.;&.Jz 1 “ ~
m 1
-.
first case,
(55)
Since here also
the Circulation r at a point ~ ~ R~ follows at
s
o-
rI(g) = 2
I
w dr = .2R
J
W de
1
r t
=2vkR
[
, + (::} -2 (!’$ ;
arc sin ————–-—-.————...——5–.-—–.- +
t
()
(56)
l-~~ \o’
~+L)2-2E,(5-) ()E+ arc sin –_––_ -—.._—_______
!?0 2() 11-.-;.
jet boundary hasIf s>R, velocity us within the
the value us = v k$ ; without the jet boundary, it is
zero. There is a point of discontinuity at the jet bound-
ary, where” it drops from v k to zero. Similarly the dis-
tribution of the normal component uK on the circle of the
~-plane has a point of discontinuity at the four points
=,
corres’pondi”ng fO the jet ~o’undary (~ = .1) and its re--
fleeted image (~ = ~oa):
\
(57)
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(?02- ~m)
CPz = - 94 = arc Cos
____. —..—---
A
(58)
On the arc ~et~~ee~ VI and cpa, which contains cp =
o, and on the arc between Cp3 and CP4, which contains
Y = Tr, the normai component is zero; on the remaining cir-
cumference - i.e. ~ betwee~l % and CP37 and between CPa
and CPA, it has the value conformable to equations (5)
and (52). From these boundary conditions, equations (53)
and (52) give the radial velocity at:
V*
sin :3:! sin y:y
1
–2 –2
+ -- in —_..._-——..———----.———
t % -v sin y3w
sin ———— ———
2 2 1
,(59) !
\
with 9 = arc cos (~ - Om)/A in the last term. Therefrom
inteqra,tion gives the circulation I’ according to equa-
tion (2). But this integral can no longer be expressed in
closed formula and must be mathematically evaluated.
The values obtained. for one vane can be transferred
to n vanes by conformal transformation. The result is
shown in figures 15 to 21.
On contra-vanes terminating at or inside the jet bound-
ary, it is immaterial - as far as the circulation distri-
bution is concerned - how far the jet extends beyond the
7“
.
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II
II
~
guide vanes. For such cases the circulation distribution
I
..canbe generalized by ,u~iqg the outside radius of the
contra-vane s = 0 RI as unit “of’the abscissa i’n-stea’dof
the jet radius R. Thus , figures 15 to 17 show E/a as
abscissa instead of E.
I As in the case of a contra-vane with infinitely long‘;i-1 blades (equation 39), the thrust gain and hence the maxi-,Ii mum theoretical vane efficiency ~m is obtained from the.{ circulation distribution (figs. 22 to 25).:1
II
EPFECT OF D&~G Oir BEST t7AN~ LENGTH
:
*>
According to the foregoing calculations, the outer
parts of the vanes still contribute appreciably to energy
recovery. But for constructive reasons, the vanes are
made as short as possible and part of this energy gain re-
linquished. But even if no constructive points of viotv
are involved, it will not ‘O~Jpossible tc utilize the ener-
gy gain duo to the outer vane pOrtiOns~ for guide vanes
also offer resistance, and for vane portions too far out-
side, the resistance losses ~,re greater than the theoreti-
cal gain. It may therefore be of interest to ascertain
the proper length of the vanes without restrictions through
design reasons and the amount of energy loss if made shorter.
The tangential comp>oncnts of the spiral motion u be-
ing assumed small compared to forward speed V(u <<v),
the lift of a vane element follows at
dA= pv~dr (60)
with 6 ~~[ .qd’as the l.if /ar & ratio of the profile, the drag
of the element becomes
a-w =cdA= c p v I’dr (51)
For the n vanes, the total drag is
(6 was assumed constant for all vane elements).
.
——.
‘– ‘“1
,.
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The thrust gain is according to equations (45) and
(44):
8s = 1 )5S0’11m=PR2n V2k2~m ln& (6%)
hence the contra-vane efficiency
ll=~:-~~=llm-~:w
whereby
(64)
(65)
.
Figures 26 to 37 show ~ and ~ for different values of
2C 4cqp
— ..—_-
X=ACS
plotted against the radius of the vane tip cr.
‘The propeller thrust is, according to equations (6),
(7), and (44):
?s’E(R2nvcs
np 6s0
= P R2 m V2 1? : = ;~ ;;--i-2
r;
Hence the ratio of’ thrust gain to thrust is
&s-l’?
—————— =
s
kA–m–lnl
np G
(66)
(67) -
and the gain in total efficiency
~q = 6s ; w qp————— = kA ~ in $; (68)
k~
These quantities are reproduced as far as factor ~~ in ~~
and kAln k’ respectively, in figures 26 to 37.
—
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EFI?ECT Ol? HUB DIAMETER
.
As the hub diameter of the contra-vane may differ from
that of the propeller (figs. 38 and 39), its diameter can
be freely chosen, and this introduces the problem of suit-
able diameter. According to figures 22 to 25, the effi-
ciency approaches 1 as the huh ratio [0 decreases, mak-
ing .it appear’as if”a minimum’ hub diameter were desirable.
But this conclusion is wrong. The high efficiency is due
to the fact that the great spiral ener~y is well utilized
at small radii r. With a large hub this great spiral en-
ergy is altogether avoided, thus obviating its utilization
in the first place.
If
‘P is the hub radius of the propeller and Rp
the correlated jet radius; r. and R the hub and jet ra,-
dius at the contra-~ane; and rx and Rx the correspond-
ing values at any intermediate point, we find by reason of
the condition of constant section,
R2 - roe = RXG - rxa = RP2” - rp2 (69)
Th~ spiral distribution, independent of the radial
displacement of the fluid, is always given through the
Rsame relation, u = v k —;
r only it extends directly be-
hind the propeller from rp to
‘P ‘ and after transition,
from
‘o to R. The spiral energy per unit length of jet
before transition, is
‘P
and
Es = p V2 k2 R?’VT in –x
r.
(70)
(71)
after transition.
A reduction in hub diameter behind the propeller (fig.
39), raises the kinetic energy of the spiral motion. Uhis
growth of energy is attributable to the fact that on the
transition piece the pressures “cause an” axial force com-
ponent contrary tio the direction of motion (additional
drag) , the counteraction of which requires energy. The
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pressure at radius rx is:
Rx
J
2
p ‘PO-P (~–drAo-~v2k2Ra~~ ‘–%=-o )
(72)
x Rx
rx
where P* = pressure outside of the jet. The axial force
component following from these pressures is:
r
J
P
P= (P. - Px) 2rx m drx (73)
r.
JRx = R2 2Since - r. + rxa , according to equation (69),
we find, according to (72) and (73),
R rp
P=pv2 ka R2 n in
rof==;=-%z “2-”
(74)
Hence the diminution of the hub requires an additional en-
Pv per second,ergy which appears in raised spiral en-
ergy and is, in part, recovered 3Y the contra-vane. This ,
method is o%viously less economical than not making the
hu% smaller.
From this point of view it is, in fact, more appropri-
ate to make the huh of the contra-vane as large as possi-
ble, as then the low pressures at the transition give a
propulsion, through which a substantial part of the rota-
tional motion is already recovered, so that the work of the
guide vanes is reduced to a small fraction. Admittedly, it
must le borne in mind that the hub j.tself offers resist-
ance which %ecomes so much higher as the hub is larger.
Hence the utilization of the advantages of a large hub is ‘
contingent upon the pressure of a thick ‘oody (fuselage,
engine nacelle) behind the propeller, in which case the
guide vanes are best attaclied to the thickest part of this
body.
.
Translation by J. Vanier,’
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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